The chances to reach Exascale or Ultrascale Computing are strongly connected with the problem of the energy consumption for processing applications. For physical and economical reasons, the energy consumption has to be reduced significantly to make Ultrascale Computing possible. The research efforts towards energy-saving mechanisms of the hardware have already made energy-aware hardware systems available. However, to achieve a strong energy reduction, hardware mechanisms must be complemented with new energy-efficient software that can exploit them so that the foreseen energy savings actually result. In the software area, there also exist a multitude of research approaches towards energy saving, often concentrating either on the system software level or the application organization level, reflecting the expertise of the corresponding research group. The challenge of reducing the energy consumption dramatically to make Ultrascale Computing possible is so ambitious that a concerted action combining research efforts through all the software levels seems reasonable. In this article, we discuss the current research efforts and results related to energy efficiency in the diverse areas of software. We conclude with open problems and questions concerning energy-related techniques with an emphasis on the application or algorithmic side.
Introduction
of power-aware software for the entire software stack, including operating systems, compilers, applications and algorithms. This second direction is the topic of this survey article, in which we summarize important contributions towards energy reduction that can be provided by the system software or the programming model and discuss how these contributions can be used for the construction of energy-efficient algorithms and applications. An important step towards a systematic development of energy-efficient algorithms is the energy-oriented investigation of benchmark programs. As an example, the energy characteristics of benchmark programs such as SPEC CPU and PARSEC are investigated and algorithmic techniques for energy saving are considered. The emphasis of our investigation is on large-scale complex computing systems, which will be referred to as Ultrascale or Exascale systems in the following.
The rest of the article is structured as follows: Section 1 gives a brief overview of the hardware mechanisms that can be used to reduce energy consumption. Section 2 deals with system support for energy efficiency and presents some energy metrics as well as novel energy measurement and power management techniques. Section 3 studies how the programming model and the software development process can support the construction of energy-efficient algorithms and applications. Section 4 considers the energy consumption of algorithms and discusses algorithmic techniques to enhance energy awareness at the programming level. The final section concludes the article with a discussion of important research directions that are crucial for reaching energy efficiency in algorithms.
Hardware mechanisms for energy saving
Nowadays, computers include different power management techniques which support the reduction of energy consumption. Examples are dynamic voltage frequency scaling (DVFS), clock gating, and power gating. Moreover, the usage of special instructions and specialized coprocessors can also help to reduce energy consumption.
DVFS [4] can reduce the clock frequency and voltage level of different components of the compute node (processors, DRAM memories, etc.) at the expense of some performance degradation. Currently, DVFS is broadly supported by low-power and high performance processors provided by different manufacturers under different names (e.g. SpeedStep in Intel processors and PowerNow or Cool 'n' Quiet in AMD processors). There are three factors that need to be considered when DVFS is applied: (a) the dynamic power, which has a quadratic relationship with frequency-voltage scaling; (b) the static power, which increases exponentially with the voltage; and (c) the performance, which has a linear relationship with the frequency. Because of its negative performance impact, DVFS may only be effective for non CPU-bounded applications, see Section 4.1 for more details.
Clock Gating [97] reduces the power consumption by disabling the clock in those parts of the circuit that are idle or, like in the case of flip-flops, maintain a steady state that does not need to be refreshed. The power used to drive the clock signal can represent more than a half of the overall power consumption. Therefore, clock gating can potentially achieve a significant energy reduction. This technique can be controlled both at hardware and software level. Hardware-level approaches typically provide a finer granularity, allowing also to disable components inside a functional block. Software-level approaches are usually applied at entire functional blocks, but they allow more elaborated energy-saving policies.
Power gating [96] is a more aggressive approach in which a functional block is disconnected from the power supply, powering off all its components. Nowadays, existing processors contain clock gating logic managed by a power reduction policy for almost every functional block. For some components clock gating is used in combination with power gating features. Given that the entire functional unit is disconnected, power gating achieves a better power reduction than clock gating. However, given that the functional unit state is erased, it is necessary to provide mechanisms for saving and restoring the states of the functional units, which increases the complexity and complicates resource utilization when applying power gating to active components that need to preserve their state.
The use of special instructions can also help to reduce the energy consumption for computeintensive applications. Examples are the SIMD vector instructions provided by the AVX (advanced vector extensions) instructions for the x86 architecture or the AES (advanced encryption standard) instructions to support encryption and decryption. Those instructions lead to an effective use of the corresponding transistors, thus reducing the energy consumption per operation [71] .
Similarly, the use of specialized coprocessors or accelerators, such as GPU (Graphics Processing Unit), MIC (Many Integrated Cores) or FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array), can also lead to a smaller energy consumption compared to general purpose CPUs. As an example, the NVIDIA "Fermi" generation of GPUs requires about 200 picojoules of energy to execute one instruction, which is 10x less than for the most efficient x86 CPU.
System support for energy efficiency
In order to obtain the benefits offered by an Ultrascale or Exascale system, it will be increasingly important to provide system services for an effective management of the system resources on behalf of the applications. Those services can be offered to the applications through the programming environment or through specialized libraries, but they should be as transparent to the user as possible to support application porting and sustainability. As energy is a cross-layer issue, several aspects of the system software and the operating system should be involved in energy efficiency resource management, but it is also paramount to provide metrics and facilities to monitor and express energy at the processor and system level.
Resource management
Currently, power requirements are driving the co-design of HPC systems, which in turn sets the course for a radical change in how to express the need for increasingly scarce resources, as well as how to manage them. Knowing that Ultrascale and Exascale systems will inevitably rely on a high-level heterogeneity of resources and new HPC usage challenges (such as providing performance hand-in-hand with energy efficiency), they need to become more and more self-aware with respect to performance, energy and resilience [36] . New usages, like many-task computing paradigms, will force the system to host, schedule, and load balance millions of heterogeneous tasks. Existing research provides analytical studies quantifying and comparing expected performance of new solutions proposed.
Another approach is to use layered solutions, such as the use of algorithm-specific checkpointing combined with system-level checkpointing [19] , or to use imperfect fault predictors [10] . Following this trend, decentralized approaches for a multi-objective, energy-aware resource management will be a likely replacement for centralized approaches when these do not scale up. Gossip-based [65] and hierarchical approaches [124] are examples that have been proposed for load balancing. However, the scale to which they have been evaluated and the complexity of their balancing requirements is far from what is expected for Exascale.
Energy metrics
In order to properly evaluate a specific system property, it is necessary to define corresponding metrics. With regard to energy, the main basic metric is usually the unit of work or amount of heat transferred, measured in Joule (J), while the power, i.e. the amount of transferred energy in time, is measured in W att (W ).
In the computing system context, several initiatives related to energy measurement and management have been started, mostly grouped under the umbrella of Green IT. Some of them focus on distributed systems, aiming at identifying specific metrics for assessing energy efficiency in these systems. A good example is GreenGrid, which is "an association of IT professionals seeking to dramatically raise the energy efficiency of datacenters through a series of short-term and longterm proposals" [104] . They propose to use two main metrics for evaluating energy efficiency in datacenters: Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE), and Datacenter Infrastructure Efficiency (DCiE) [11, 16] . PUE is defined as follows:
while DCiE is specified as its reciprocal:
The energy for the total facility is the overall amount of energy consumed by the whole data center, including IT systems and facilities. The IT systems energy is the energy consumed by just the IT equipment such as processing, storage, and network components for data management and processing. The facilities include all other subsystems, such as UPS and power management systems, cooling systems, lighting systems, etc. Other interesting initiatives in the direction towards widely used metrics and, possibly, standards, are Energy Star [110] and SPECpower [64] . Energy Star specifies specific rules, provides a rating for energy efficiency, called the Energy Star score, and is based on SPECpower. SPECpower is mainly a benchmark for evaluating the energy efficiency of server-class compute equipments. Several Performance-per-Power metrics have been proposed which report the ratio between a given performance metric (such as response time, throughput, utilization, delay, bandwidth, etc.) and the energy consumed for obtaining such a performance. An example is the metric transactions per second per Watt (TPS/Watt), using the throughput as performance metrics.
For the particular characteristics of Exascale platforms, specific energy efficiency metrics are not yet specified and a metric that is able to take performance, scalability, as well as energy efficiency into account still needs to be introduced.
Energy measurement techniques
A major challenge for energy measurement and monitoring is their use on heterogeneous platforms through a standard access monitoring interface. Standardized monitoring interfaces for energy and resource utilization are necessary to support local and global control decisions and Energy-efficient Algorithms for Ultrascale Systems should be able to handle the diversity of hardware devices, such as GPUs, embedded CPUs, and nonvolatile low-power memory and storage. An example for a standardized access to performance counters is the PAPI interface, which currently can be used on a large number of platforms including the Intel Core i7 architecture, NVIDIA GPUs, the Intel Xeon Phi and IBM Blue Gene/Q systems [78] .
For CPU power monitoring, one approach consists in finding the relationship between the power consumption and the utilization level. The utilization level is computed from different workloads that stress different components of the system (CPU, memory, I/O, etc.). In the literature [31, 81] it has been shown that the power consumption and the utilization level are related linearly, regardless of the type of workload and the configuration of the processor, e.g. in terms of operational frequency or the number of active cores.
As an alternative, the CPU performance can be indirectly modeled by means of hardware counters that capture different hardware events, such as the number of cache accesses or the number of instructions issued [98] . Performance monitoring counters do not require program modifications or an intrusion into the hardware structure and they can accurately reflect the activity levels of the processor or the memory subsystem. An example of this modeling technique is given in [66] , where the event-based power prediction is enhanced by using the correlation of the power consumption with the change in core die temperature and the ambient temperature. Recent Intel CPU architectures include the Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) energy sensors to measure the power consumption of different components, including the CPU and the memory controller. The use of these counters is an efficient and low overhead alternative to measure the power of a system using specialized power meters [45] . Energy modeling approaches and a comparison with measured energy values are discussed in [88] .
Power management techniques
The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) [26] is an open standard for device power management co-developed by Hewlett-Packard, Intel, Microsoft, Phoenix, and Toshiba. It specifies different global and device energy states, which range from fully operational to completely powered off, and provides an interface to manage and monitor the power of the infrastructure components. ACPI can be accessed by the user with the aid of user-defined policies, such as specifying an application power level, or by the operating system, which applies power policies based on the platform load, such as switching the components to a low power state after a time of inactivity.
There are also advanced tools that provide support for a real-time power management of the infrastructure components, including servers, storage, network, and cooling equipment. Examples are the Intel Datacenter Manager [28], the IBM Systems Director Active Energy Manager [27] , and the HP Power Advisor [50] . They provide a single cross-platform view, can be used at multiple hierarchy levels, and support different energy policies, such as power capping, power saving and generation, and the analysis of power history data logs. In addition, most of these tools are fully integrated in the infrastructure management software, allowing it to perform energy-aware tasks, such as workload scheduling.
Several approaches address the improvement of the system energy efficiency. An example is given in [44] , where DVFS is used to control the CPU power based on different policies which are applied considering the number of executed instructions, the memory traffic, and the consumer power of the processor. Memscale [33] applies dynamic frequency scaling to the complete out-of-chip memory subsystem (memory controller, memory channel, and DRAM device), as well as dynamic voltage scaling to the memory controller. It includes a control algorithm that minimizes the overall system energy based on performance counter monitoring. This work was extended [32] to multiple memory devices and controllers. [62] presents an energy model for the execution of a parallel conjugate gradient method split between the CPU and the GPU. The approach considers the CPU, GPU, and RAM energy consumption and uses the information to perform an energyaware workload distribution minimizing the execution time. A more global approach is followed in [24] , where a runtime optimization technique is presented for improving energy efficiency in processors, disks, and networks.
The effectiveness of DVFS is restricted by the range of the minimum and the maximum voltages at which the transistors can operate. Moreover, DVFS is difficult to apply when workloads of different characteristics are executed. To overcome these problems, the idea of complementing DVFS with power gating has been proposed. [75] introduces PGCapping, a system that integrates power gating with DVFS for chip multiprocessors. [1] presents a gating-aware scheduler and a power gating scheme for GPGPU execution units that achieve significant energy saving in simulations.
When considering large computing infrastructures, the power proportionality arises, besides the energy efficiency, as a crucial concept. Power-proportionality means that the system's energy usage is proportional to its workload. In this way, the machine would consume no power in the idle state and would gradually increase the power consumption as the workload increases. An Exascale architecture should be both energy efficient and power proportional. However, existing systems are far from fulfilling this requirement. Consequently, it is necessary to develop new hardware and software tools that help to achieve it [38] . Examples for such tools are described in [105] and [6] . The first one shows a power-proportional distributed storage system for data centers that powers down servers according to the load level and considering the performance degradation, availability and data consistency. The second one presents a distributed filesystem based on the Hadoop DFS. It provides power proportionality minimizing the number of active nodes, including power-proportional capabilities for failures such as minimizing the number of nodes that need to be restored when there is a failure of the filesystem. [47] describes a solution to provide energy proportionality for networks by dynamically adapting the energy consumption of a network through traffic patterns analysis and by finding minimum power network subsets. A survey of techniques that aim to improve the energy efficiency of computing and network resources is given in [80] , covering techniques that operate both on parallel and distributed system levels.
Monitoring and Benchmarking
With specific regard to Exascale platforms, there are three main challenges for energy efficiency metrics and monitoring: (1) scalability, (2) standard access monitoring methods, and (3) its application on heterogeneous platforms [53] . Monitoring everything produces extremely large trace files making their analysis prohibitive. Alternatives are statistical models [83] , time series approaches [67] , and data filtering with a distributed analysis that produces small trace files with a small runtime overhead [60, 84] .
At node level, it is crucial to find the relationship between the power consumption and the utilization level computed, which seems to be linear [31, 81] . As discussed above, one possibility is to use hardware counters to model the CPU performance [98] and Intel RAPL to measure the CPU and memory controller power consumption [45, 66] . At the whole compute infrastructure level, power proportionality arises as a crucial concept [39, 70] . Even if the current hardware components are not power-proportional, we can see in the literature examples of system wide [47, 105] and system specific models to achieve power-proportionality. In any case, standardized monitoring interfaces for energy and resource utilization are needed to handle the diversity of hardware and support local and global control decisions based on well-known and accepted metrics, see Section 2.3.
The energy metrics collected at node and system level must be provided to the operating system and the system software to optimize important energy-consuming operations in extremescale systems. One of these operations is data movement, as it is recognized that today data movement and storage uses more power than computation in many HPC usages. As an example, [37] indicates explicitly that managing data movement may be an energy-efficiency technique.
Coupled to monitoring frameworks, benchmarking provides useful and complete tools for the proper evaluation of distributed systems. Many stable benchmarking suites are available for HPC systems, such as the NAS Parallel Benchmarks (NPB) [13] and LINPACK [35] , which for example is used for the performance evaluation and comparison of the Top500 list entries, see www.top500.org. There are also some interesting attempts towards standards in benchmarking. The most authoritative ones are the Standard Performance Evaluation Corp (SPEC) [101] and TPC [109] . The Standard Performance Evaluation Corp (SPEC) has developed solutions that can be adopted in distributed and cloud environments, such as SPECvirt, SPEC SOA, and SPECweb. With specific regard to energy, SPEC define the SPECpower ssj2008 benchmark [64] , considering performance and energy efficiency altogether. TPC is a non-profit corporation defining transaction processing and database benchmarks through verifiable TPC performance data to the industry. The TPC benchmarks can be considered as application-level benchmarks in distributed environments and they are a basis for the evaluation of the actual performance offered by standard transactional software on the top of (physical or virtual) machines.
Programming models and software development
An important aspect for the development of energy-aware applications is the use of suitable programming models. This is the main topic of this section, along with a coverage of energyaware scheduling algorithms and software development approaches.
Hierarchical programming models
Applications for Exascale computing are expected to incorporate multiple programming models. For example, a single application might incorporate components that are based on MPI and other components that are based on other paradigms. The particular combination of programming models may differ over time (different execution phases of the application) or space (e.g. some of the nodes run MPI, and others run shared-memory libraries). It is widely believed that to cope with these models, Exascale systems will require support for hierarchical programming models, which include more than two levels of today's models (such as MPI + OpenMP) [42] . The particular combination of programming models may differ over time (e.g. different execution phases of the application) or space (e.g. some of the nodes run MPI, and others run shared-memory libraries). It is widely believed that to cope with these models, Exascale systems will require support for hierarchical programming models, which may include more than two levels of today's models (such as MPI + OpenMP) [42] . In Exascale systems, hierarchies with a higher number of levels and a larger degree of parallelism will coexist with more heterogeneous hardware, making load balancing and communication reduction a critical task. Those features can be addressed through functional portability and performance portability. Even through functional portability can be achieved due to standardized environments such as MPI or OpenCL, performance portability, however, is often a crucial issue, as the required abstractions are still not present in the current HPC code generation tools. Performance portability for future systems might require a durable abstraction expressed in programming models that do not exist for HPC code generation so far [58] .
Examples for existing hierarchical programming models are the TwoL [85] and the Tlib [86] approaches, which are both defined on top of MPI and allow a flexible and hierarchical grouping of processes into groups each of which can execute multi-processor tasks (M-tasks). The Mtasks are the basic execution units and each M-task can be executed by an arbitrary number of processing cores. In the TwoL approach, the M-tasks can be combined using a coordination language, which allows the specification of input-output and control dependences between Mtasks. M-tasks without a dependence between them can be executed in parallel on disjoint groups of processors. The runtime system can select a suitable number of processing cores for each M-task and can decide which of the M-tasks are executed in parallel. If the internal M-task communication is based on collective MPI operations, it is often advantageous to execute M-tasks in parallel as this reduces the communication overhead. This approach can also be used to enable an energy-efficient execution of M-task programs [87] , since the runtime system can perform the mapping of M-tasks to cores based on an energy minimization instead of a performance maximization goal. It is also possible to provide different implementations for M-tasks, such as a standard MPI implementation, a GPU implementation and a specialized implementation for MIC processors, and select the most energy-efficient implementation at runtime, depending on the hardware resources available. To support such an energy-efficient mapping, it is important that the runtime system has access to suitable monitoring facilities (see Section 2.5) or can use suitable energy metrics (see Section 2.2).
The M-task model can also be used to support performance portability, since the same M-task program can be executed on different hardware platforms and the runtime system is responsible for the appropriate mapping to the hardware resources. For different hardware platforms, the runtime system can select different mappings and different M-tasks could be executed in parallel, if this results in a faster or more energy-efficient execution.
Many task approaches
The ever-increasing performance of supercomputer systems is enabling the emergence of new problem-solving methods that require an efficient execution of many concurrent and interacting tasks, usually integrating data analysis and visualization, to maximise the productivity on Exascale systems [37] . Hence, Exascale systems will need new problem-solving approaches beyond hierarchical models.
One of the most promising candidate approaches is the many-task programming model, with the workflow model currently being the most widely used many task-like technique. An example of these tools is Swift/T, a description language and runtime system that supports the dynamic creation and execution of workflows with varying granularity on high-component-count platforms. The Swift/T system [117] provides an asynchronous dynamic load balancer (ADLB), which dynamically distributes the tasks among the nodes [119] . The problem is that communication and synchronization for shared global resources (as files) could degrade performance in case of the absence of data locality. Current research has shown that emerging high-speed networks outperform physical disk solutions, which reduces the relevance of disk locality [7] . Thus, most solutions provided for ultrascale will be based on the intensive usage of RAM and NVRAM memory near the processors. However, existing software engineering methods and models do not provide a mechanism to express energy aspects in applications and they still rely on system services that are not energy-aware.
Energy-aware scheduling algorithms
In order to cope with energy saving while considering the particularities of Exascale systems, i.e. various levels of heterogeneity, fault tolerance, strong energy consumption constraints, it is mandatory to move towards an energy-aware resource management [22] , including scheduling algorithms that are able to handle various levels of heterogeneity and the diversity of available resources [73] .
Power-aware scheduling algorithms for homogeneous systems are already available for more than one decade [46, 51, 72] . Popular approaches commonly use DVFS to reduce the power consumption of processing elements during idle times and during slack times of non-critical jobs [115] . Other approaches even power off the entire computing node with only a small impact on the resulting makespan [76] .
In many HPC usage scenarios, data movements consume more power than computations do, so that reducing data movement can be considered an energy-efficiency technique [37] . Therefore, energy-aware scheduling algorithms should guide the system to schedule computation jobs to the nodes containing the required data, thus avoiding costly data movement and considering the trade-offs between data locality and load balance. While traditional task clustering algorithms reduce the makespan by zeroing edges of high communication costs, a Power Aware Task Clustering (PATC) algorithm has recently been proposed [115] that guides the edge zeroing process with the objective of reducing the power consumption. The initial experiments were performed on homogeneous small clusters (100 PEs), where promising results have been obtained, specifically yielding up to 39% energy saving, which is more than double compared to 16% obtained on EADUS and TEBUS algorithms [122] that do not use DVFS. Energy-aware algorithms have also been developed and tested against heterogeneous clusters. The EETCS (Efficient-Energy based Task Clustering Scheduling) algorithm [69] significantly reduces the power consumption by shrinking the communication energy consumption when allocating parallel tasks to heterogeneous computing nodes. Another example is RADS (Resource-Aware Scheduling Algorithm with Duplication) [79] , which saves up to 15% resource power consumption compared to similar algorithms.
Current scheduling and load balancing mechanisms are using meta-heuristics to solve the multi-criteria optimization problem taking into account the overload of the system and the incoming task requirements. Traditional multi-objective optimization algorithms, including population based metaheuristics aiming to estimate Pareto optimal sets, require an adaptation in order to be effective in the case of ultrascale dynamic optimization. In [22] a two-stage approach is proposed: First, a list of preliminary schedules resulting from a static multi-criteria optimization method is computed at design time. Then the schedules are adapted, using low cost operations, according to the particular requirements of the running applications and the characteristics of the available resources. However, the approach has not been tested in the context of large scale dynamic scheduling. Another aspect to be considered is the exploration of the relationship between tasks and computing resources and the proper usage of data location [14] . Existing scheduling techniques for Exascale rely on various combinatorial optimization algorithms. For example, in [103] a new approach is proposed for simultaneously reducing the energy consumption while maximizing system performance. The method consists in computing the Pareto front of optimal solutions to the bi-objective problem of minimizing energy and makespan for a bag of tasks allocated to a set of heterogeneous compute resources.
The ultrascale dimension, the heterogeneous architecture of current parallel systems, and the need to re-schedule due to system faults have not been taken into consideration yet, especially not together with energy awareness. The task scheduler needs to support locality-awareness and be capable of supporting function shipping and data shipping as interchangeable alternatives. For this purpose, all data movement operations need to be abstracted as asynchronous tasks whose completion can trigger additional computation tasks and data movements. Moreover, the current slow meta-heuristic based mechanism should be redesigned to ensure a real-time reaction especially in the case of re-scheduling. A set of strategies, such as minimal energy consumption with deadline matching in scheduling mechanism assuming no faults, or energy aware rescheduling in the case of faults without time limits, should be defined as working conditions for the resource management system.
Energy-aware software development process
In a complex and highly distributed context, energy awareness should be applied at any level, both hardware and software, and within them. It needs to be addressed at different layers and services adopting a holistic approach. With regard to software, energy efficiency and optimization could be implemented and enforced at several levels: (a) at low level, through specific scheduling algorithms; (b) at code level, by optimizing programs and compilers and also by adopting specific, e.g. hierarchical, programming models and design patterns; and (c) at higher levels, in the software development process. In the latter case, the goal is to design the overall software architecture taking into account energy aspects and metrics, thus also considering a possible deployment in an Ultrascale infrastructure for the overall software. This approach comes from software performance engineering [99, 100] , which is a systematic, quantitative technique to construct software systems that meet performance objectives. It includes performance requirements and goals into a software development process, a technique also known as performance-driven development [68, 74, 77] . As in the test-driven development [15] , the performance-driven development is an iterative process composed of development and performance evaluation phases at each cycle.
The idea of an energy-aware software development process, which aims at enabling and taking into account energy efficiency and other important deployment properties and requirements at the early stages of the software lifecycle, is not new in literature but quite unexplored, especially in large scale parallel and distributed contexts. The first attempt in such a direction is green software engineering [21, 61] and development [2, 95] . All of those approaches mainly suggest adopting a green, sustainable software development process taking into account energy properties, but so far just provide some suggestions and guidelines for this purpose, mainly at lower levels, e.g. code, programming models, or design patterns. A slightly more concrete solution is discussed in [106] where a reference model for sustainable software development, Energy-efficient Algorithms for Ultrascale Systems called GreenRM, is defined according to the ISO/IEC 14001 environmental requirements. But also in this case a model mainly containing only some guidelines is defined. Therefore, addressing energy, green and sustainability issues in the software development process is still an open problem.
Energy-efficient algorithms
As stated in the introduction, a huge reduction in the average energy cost per flop is required for Exascale systems [108] . There have been large efforts on the hardware side which aim at a reduction of the energy consumption, including new memory systems and new processor technologies with power management, see Section 1. However, while these techniques can help to significantly reduce the energy consumption of unloaded systems, their contribution to the energy consumption of loaded systems is quite limited. Most of the efforts for reducing the energy consumption of loaded systems are directed towards an efficient control of the power management techniques according to the system load, but the contribution of these techniques may not be sufficient to reach the 20 MW target for Exascale systems.
A major problem in current approaches is that the algorithms or the applications being executed have no direct interaction with the hardware system to express or control energy needs. Such an interaction is needed to bring energy-awareness to the application level and to support a goal-directed use of algorithmic changes or transformations of the application code. In this section, we give an overview of the most important aspects for the energy awareness of algorithms, including the energy characteristics of algorithms, the effect of algorithmic changes and transformations on the resulting energy consumption, as well as adaptivity approaches used to cope with the increasing heterogeneity of HPC systems resulting from the integration of accelerators such as GPU, MIC or FPGAs. Finally, we show some specific examples for energyefficient algorithms from different areas.
Energy characteristics of algorithms
Hardware mechanisms introduced during the last years to reduce the overall energy consumption of processors (see Section 1) will also play an important role for future Ultrascale systems. Thus, it is important to study the influence of these techniques on algorithms and applications. In particular, it has to be investigated whether these techniques can be employed to reduce the energy consumption of algorithms and which specific characteristics of algorithms have an effect on the resulting energy consumption. If the influencing factors are known and can be captured quantitatively, this information can be used to tune applications towards a smaller energy consumption by applying suitable algorithmic transformation techniques.
The energy consumption E of an algorithm can be described by the power consumption P of the execution resources employed and by integrating P over the execution time of the algorithm: E = tmax t=t0 P (t)dt. Typically, the power consumption varies during the execution time of the application, depending on the specific execution situation of the application and the resulting usage of the different execution resources. The variations of the power consumption during the execution time can be measured in detail with specialized power meters and power acquisition systems [90] (see Section 2.2), but hardware counters can be used as well (e.g. Intel RAPL interface). However, the specific interaction of computation and power consumption is Figure 1 . SPEC CPU2006 floating-point benchmarks on an Intel Core i7 Haswell processor: energy consumption (left), and power consumption (right) for varying frequencies [90] complex and it is challenging to predict which algorithmic properties lead to which amount of power consumption at a specific point in the execution time.
The power consumption of processors comprises a dynamic and a static power consumption part [56] . The dynamic power consumption P dyn is related to the switching activity of the processor during execution and it can be expected that it is smaller during processor idle periods. The static power consumption P stat captures the leakage power, which becomes more important for processors with smaller transistor size, and it is present even if there is no switching activity of the transistors. It has been stated that in 2014 25%-40% of the total power consumption in server chips was caused by leakage power [48] . For DVFS processors, the dynamic power consumption increases significantly with the operational frequency f , and often, a dependence P dyn (f ) = γ · f α with 2.5 ≤ α ≤ 3 is assumed, where γ is a suitable parameter. The dependence of the static power consumption P stat on f is typically quite small and is often neglected and assumed to be constant [56] .
The average power consumption of algorithms increases with the operational frequency. Fig. 1 shows the dependence of the energy and the power consumption on the frequency for the SPEC CPU2006 floating-point benchmarks, which consist of real (sequential) programs from different application areas, (see [48] and [90] for more details). It can be observed that for most of the programs a frequency between 2.0 and 2.5 GHz leads to the smallest energy consumption. It can also be observed that different SPEC programs lead to different amounts of power consumption, which shows that there is a dependence of the power consumption on the features of the application. This effect is even larger for parallel applications, as those included in the PARSEC benchmarks that contain parallel programs from different application areas, see [17] . Fig. 2 shows the average energy and power consumption of the PARSEC benchmarks for different frequencies. As shown, the variation of the power consumption is much larger than for the SPEC benchmarks. Fig. 2 also shows that the difference between the largest and the smallest average power consumption for the different applications is more than 100% (see [89] for details). It can be concluded that parallel execution adds significant variations to the power consumptions observed.
The observation that the power consumption may be quite different for different algorithms and applications leads to the question which algorithmic properties have an influence on the resulting power consumption. For parallel applications, the speedup obtained plays a role and Figure 2 . PARSEC benchmarks executed with eight threads on an Intel Core i7 Haswell processor: energy consumption (left), and power consumption (right) for varying frequencies [89] it can be observed that applications with a larger speedup tend to have a larger power consumption than applications with a smaller speedup [90] . This can be explained by the fact that applications with a smaller speedup typically include more idle times during which some parts of the processing cores can be powered down, thus reducing the average power consumption. However, there are other influences that will be discussed in more detail in the next subsection.
Algorithmic techniques towards energy awareness
There are some efforts to explore the energy effects of specific programming techniques for selected algorithms, mainly from the area of linear algebra [5] , with the goal of advancing towards an energy optimization of algorithms. Seminal articles in the literature demonstrate that a huge number of technical applications can be decomposed into up to 7 or 13 "Dwarfs" [9] , which are a small set of common kernels with a tremendous impact on a huge number of computing-intensive applications and libraries. Thus, it seems advisable to concentrate on those kernels.
Systematic approaches that investigate the energy effects of algorithmic changes and transformations are very rare. Some recent results show that standard techniques used for performance optimization, such as tiling, have only a minor effect on the energy consumption [41] , since loading and storing data to the on-chip caches constitute the largest contribution to the dynamic energy consumption. Therefore, alternative techniques, such as register tiling [91] , seem to be more promising for the energy optimization of algorithms than standard techniques used for performance optimization. Currently, it is not feasible to think of a single solution for the energy optimization of algorithms, as the energy behavior of the algorithms is closely related to specific architectures.
Several approaches model the energy consumption of application programs on CPUs or GPUs [23] . These models usually distinguish between the dynamic and the static power consumption, but they do not take algorithmic properties of the application into consideration. There are also some approaches that model the energy consumption of individual algorithms by considering the operations performed [59] , however these approaches are difficult to transfer to other algorithms and they require a significant effort for the analysis at the algorithmic level. Another attempt in finding a relation between properties of the algorithms and the resulting energy consumption and execution time is described in [25] , but the results are only presented at the level of micro-benchmarks. So far, there is no broad investigation that determines which algorithmic properties have which effect on the energy consumption for a specific architecture. Thus, there is a need to develop algorithm-specific energy models and mechanisms to express the energy behavior of the algorithms on the underlying system. A survey of power and efficiency issues for numerical linear algebra methods [102] identifies several major techniques for energy savings, e.g. profiling, trading off performance, static and dynamic saving, and concludes that the current techniques are application-specific and difficult to generalize. The impact of different CPU workloads on power consumption and energy efficiency is studied in [111] , showing that different workloads can lead to significant differences in energy efficiency.
In addition, the architecture of different HPC and Exascale systems is expected to be quite heterogeneous and rapidly developing [37] , as they might include specialized niche market devices, such as GPUs, MIC and FPGA accelerators. This perspective constitutes a major challenge for the system software, comprising the operating system, runtime system, I/O system, and interfaces to the external environment, since the system software is responsible for an effective use of the hardware resources. However, algorithmic properties of an application also play an increasingly important role and it is required that the programmer uses the right programming techniques for the specific architecture of a given HPC system. This places a large burden on the programmer to tune her or his applications towards a better performance. Since this is often quite time-consuming, autotuning approaches [114] and efforts towards Self-Adapting Numerical Software (SANS) [34] have been proposed. Those aspects will be considered in more detail in the next subsection.
Autotuning approaches towards energy efficiency
Autotuning software is able to optimize its own execution parameters with respect to a specific objective function, which was usually the execution time, but might as well be the energy consumption. The methods for autotuning are diverse, including model-based parameter optimization, or an optimization based on candidate sets generated by the autotuning software. Autotuning based on a set of equivalent candidate implementations for an algorithm considers different candidate implementations using different programming techniques for the formulations of the algorithm, which, for example, may differ in their loop structure by applying loop transformations such as loop fusion, loop interchange, loop tiling, or loop unrolling. Moreover, different parameters for the loop transformation, such as block sizes for tiling or unrolling factors, can be used. The idea of the autotuning approaches is to automatically select one of the candidate implementations for a specific HPC architecture to reach a given optimization goal, such as minimal execution time or minimal energy consumption. The selection can be made both offline or online.
Offline autotuning performs the autotuning procedure at software installation time. In this scenario, the installation of the autotuning software or library can take a significant amount of time due to an extensive evaluation of the different candidate implementations using runtime tests or energy measurements. However, at runtime, the best implementation variant selected during the installation is directly used, with little or no overhead. Offline autotuning can be applied if there is no significant dependence of the runtime of the implementation variants on characteristics of the specific input. A number of offline autotuning libraries aiming at performance optimization already exist for decades: ATLAS [116] and PHiPAC [18] for dense matrix computations; OSKI [113] and SPARSITY [52] for sparse matrix computations; or FFTW [40] Energy-efficient Algorithms for Ultrascale Systems for fast Fourier transformations. Offline frameworks, such as PERI [118] , SPIRAL [82] and Green [12] , allow the programmer to setup an application to be autotuned for a given microarchitecture. If supported by a model-based approach [121] , the installation time overhead can be reduced. Model-based approaches use an analytical model of the execution platform and the algorithm to be executed, and select a set of implementation variants and parameter values which are then tested at installation time, which may reduce the number of variants to be tested significantly.
Besides the overall execution time of a specific algorithm, additional optimization goals, such as energy consumption or computing costs, need to be considered by auto-tuners. Therefore, more sophisticated methods capable of exploiting and identifying the trade-offs among these goals are required, like those presented in [43] where the authors present and discuss results of applying a multi-objective search-based auto-tuner to optimize for three conflicting criteria: execution time, energy consumption, and resource usage. Offline autotuning approaches for energy usage vs. performance degradation in scientific applications are discussed in [107] , where the authors conduct several experiments in which the tuning is performed with respect to software level performance-related tunables, such as cache tiling factors and loop un-rolling factors, as well as for the processor clock frequency. [63] presents an energy-oriented autotuning for the ATLAS library.
If the execution time of the implementation variants depends on characteristics of the specific input, offline autotuning has to be replaced by online autotuning, where applications are able to monitor and automatically tune themselves to optimize a particular objective (execution time, energy consumption, etc.), as in the case shown for ordinary differential equations in [55] . Online autotuning can especially be used successfully for time-stepping methods. In this case, the time steps can be performed with different implementation variants and parameter values until the best implementation variant is found. Then this implementation variant is used for the remaining time steps, as shown in [62] . A model-based pre-selection phase can be used to reduce the number of implementation variants that need to be tested at runtime. For ordinary differential equations, this approach has been applied successfully [55] , and it has been shown that the autotuning overhead at runtime is not too large. An automated online performance tuning approach for general applications is provided by the Active Harmony automated runtime system [29] , which allows runtime switching of algorithms and tuning of libraries and application parameters to improve the resulting performance on a given hardware platform. The system uses a server which uses a Nelder-Mead method to search through a potentially large parameter space. The server sends a parameter selection to a client, which then measures the resulting performance and sends the corresponding information back to the server. This procedure is repeated until a good parameter selection has been found.
Another example for online autotuning is PowerDial [49] , which converts static configuration parameters that already exist in a program into dynamic knobs that can be tuned at runtime, with the goal of trading QoS guarantees for meeting performance and power usage goals. The system uses an online learning stage to construct a linear model of the choice configuration space which can be subsequently tuned using a linear control system. In the SiblingRivalry [8] model, requests are processed by dividing the available cores in half, and processing two identical requests in parallel on each half. Half of the cores are devoted to a known program configuration, while the other half of the cores are used for an experimental program configuration chosen using a self-adapting evolutionary algorithm. The faster configuration (either the known or the experimental one) is always kept and the other one is terminated. The authors show that over time, this model allows programs to adapt to changing dynamic environments and often outperform the original algorithm that uses the entire system.
As mentioned before, most of existing autotuning models consider the execution time as main objective function. However, the resulting energy consumption can also be directly used as an optimization goal of an autotuning approach. This can be based on energy measurements using hardware counters as they are, for example, provided by the Intel RAPL interface (see Section 2.5) or on a model for the energy consumption of the algorithm (see [62] for more information).
Examples of energy-efficient algorithms
Examples of energy-efficient algorithms can be found in the graph theory area. In [20] , the authors propose a new algorithm which solves the min cut/max flow problem on a graph. It is based on augmenting paths and building two search trees, one from the source and the other from the sink, which are reused to avoid rebuilding them from scratch. Experimental comparisons show that the algorithm is faster and minimizes the energy usage for functions in vision. Another example is [94] , in which a large-scale energy-efficient graph traversal is proposed. More recently, the initiative "EDGAR: Energy-efficient Data and Graph Algorithms Research" of the Berkeley Labs has been started to design new parallel algorithms to reduce communication costs of data and graph analysis algorithms in Exascale, aiming at a reduction of the execution time and the energy consumption. An important observation in this context is that the power required to transmit data in a network also depends on the length of the wire in traditional cooper networks, i.e., data exchanges between neighboring nodes in a network require less energy than exchanges between non-neighboring nodes. The energy consumption of different MPI collective communication operations has been investigated in [112] , showing that the size of the execution platform plays an important role. A quantitative analysis of the energy costs of data movements between different levels of a memory hierarchy (main memory, L3, L2 and L1 cache) has been reported in [57] . The analysis is based on a set of micro-benchmarks that continuously access data stored in a given level of the memory hierarchy and measure the resulting energy consumption. An experimental evaluation captures several benchmarks, including the NAS parallel benchmarks suite and applications from the Exascale Co-Design centers. The results show that, in current systems, scientific applications spend between 18% and 40% of their total dynamic energy in moving data and between 19% and 36% in stalled cycles. The energy consumption of different data access patterns in PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) models has been investigated in [54] .
Sorting algorithms are among the most important fundamental algorithms in computer science and many applications depend on efficient sorting techniques. Energy efficiency also plays an important role here and using an energy-efficient sorting could help in reducing the overall energy consumption significantly. The energy consumption of different basic sorting algorithms such as odd-even sort, shellsort, or quicksort has been investigated in [123] , showing that quicksort leads to the smallest energy consumption and that the choice of a suitable recursion depth for quicksort may have a large influence on the energy consumption. An external sort benchmark JouleSort for evaluating the energy efficiency of a wide range of computer systems from clusters to handhelds is described in [92] . The energy consumption of vector and matrix operations as well as sorting and graph algorithms is investigated in [93] , showing that the energy Energy-efficient Algorithms for Ultrascale Systems consumption depends on the memory parallelism that the algorithms exhibit for a given data layout.
Other examples of energy-efficient algorithms can be found in thread scheduling [30] , financial applications [3] , and big data applications [120] . All these research efforts use memorization as a techniques to avoid repeating computation by caching previous results, thus achieving a better energy efficiency in application execution.
Discussion
The summarizing state-of-the-art analysis of energy-aware programming has shown that there already exists a multitude of research directions and results in many areas of computing. From this current research situation, we can derive a number of open problems to be solved for a successful energy-aware programming. As energy is a cross-layer issue, we argue that a holistic energy-aware approach is needed, which requires the development of interacting interfaces between the different software and hardware layers. Such an approach will allow researchers to investigate different directions of the ETP4HPC agenda. Three of these directions are addressed below: new energy-aware algorithms for Exascale, software engineering for extreme parallelism and energy-aware systems support for managing extreme scale systems.
New energy-aware algorithms for Exascale: Advancing the state-of-the-art at an algorithmic level needs to include energy-awareness into the algorithm/application level. One way of achieving this is the introduction of interacting interfaces between the different hardware and software layers, combined with algorithm-specific mathematical energy models. We argue that this will enable a dynamic adjustment of the computation and communication characteristics of algorithms/applications with the goal to achieve a perceivable reduction of the overall energy consumption. Such a new layered approach with its interacting interfaces will also allow a direct interaction between the control of the power management and the algorithm or application being executed. With the aid of annotations, applications may provide a parameterized energy model which can be exploited to articulate a policy for managing trade-offs on different system architectures. A general goal is that future energy-aware algorithms should not only be evaluated based on FLOPs but also based on energy cost of operations.
Software engineering for extreme parallelism: To hide the complexity of the development process of algorithms and applications for Exascale systems, we propose to develop a high level language environment supporting an energy-aware software development. This language environment should be intuitive and easy to handle for application programmers from diverse application areas. This can be achieved by using a human-like language or a descriptive or graphic annotation approach. For an increase of the acceptance and usability, it is important that such a language environment allows a seamless integration of different programming models, accompanied by support for a hierarchical development of all necessary Exascale system coordination, control and monitoring functions in a reasonably human-understandable way. It necessarily should provide energy consumption indicators which system designers and developers can rely on during software development so that they can achieve a reduction of the energy footprint of the resulting program code. Considering the heterogeneity of Exascale systems, a high-level software development process is needed in order to allow a seamless integration of multiple energy-aware programming models beyond the state-of-the-art. We propose a research agenda in this field targeted towards abstract hierarchical programming models and optimized many-task programming models. The first direction will allow the annotation of power and en-ergy consumption information by defining energy patterns and constraints in the hierarchical programming model. Based on this abstract model, one can build a general hierarchical optimization technique for collective communication algorithms, such as MPI operations, which will not be platform specific but will address the scale of the HPC platform. The second direction should evolve existing programming models to enable locality-based optimizations through the intensive usage of RAM and NVRAM memory near the processors, thus avoiding data movements, along with an energy aware scheduling that will guide the system to schedule computation jobs in the nodes containing the required data taking also into account the trade-offs between data locality and load balance.
Energy-aware system support for managing extreme scale systems: Expressing the crosslayered nature of energy can be achieved by providing system mechanisms that support energy efficiency in extreme scale systems. The first research topic is the design of metrics and tools for exporting energy features, at node and system level, to the applications through (approximate) energy monitoring and management services. These services will be provided to the upper levels of the hierarchy to allow optimizations in runtime resources, libraries and applications. The second topic should investigate the elaboration of energy-efficient data access and communication models relaying on a better exploitation of data locality and layout, and supporting the development of cross-layer locality-aware I/O software. Equally promising and complementary to the previous topics, researchers should look into energy profiling at component and application level in order to dynamically redirect the workload to those components that can yield the maximum amount of throughput. Ultimately, it should be possible to predict the energy consumption of particular code segments. This information can be used to enable a dynamic provisioning of resources, to provide the ability to manage new important resources, such as power and data motion, through an energy aware scheduler and dispatcher, and an energy-aware load balancer that is conscious of the system energy, node energy, and data-locality needs. Last but not least, we need to elaborate novel energy-aware models, APIs and tools to automatically map applications onto heterogeneous architectures trying to optimize performance over energy ratio.
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